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Abstract—The interface response functions for rapid solidification of a non-dilute binary alloy were measured
in the regime of partial solute trapping, where substantial discrepancies exist among predictions for the
interfacial undercooling in various models. We used pulsed laser melting of Si-As on insulating substrates
to enforce planar solidification spanning the velocity range 0.2–2 m/s. Nanosecond-resolution electrical
measurements of the time-dependent melt depth and of the electrical resistivity of a buried Pt thin film
thermometer permitted us to determine the solidification velocity and the temperature of the crystal/melt
interface. With composition–depth profile measurements we also determined the nonequilibrium partition
coefficient. The measured velocity-dependence of the interface temperature and partition coefficient are quan-
titatively consistent with the continuous growth model without solute drag of M. J. Aziz and T. Kaplan [Acta
Metall. 36, 1335 (1988)] and are qualitatively and quantitatively inconsistent with all models exhibiting a
significant solute drag effect. Elements of a potential explanation are proposed using the solute drag model
of M. Hillert and B. Sundman [Acta Metall.24, 731 (1976)] to investigate the origin of the solute drag effect
in terms of irreversible processes occurring within a diffuse interface. 2000 Acta Metallurgica Inc.
Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The kinetics of interface-mediated phase transform-
ations have been the subject of considerable theor-
etical and experimental research. In the study of the
phenomenology and mechanisms associated with
nonequilibrium interface kinetics, rapid alloy solidi-
fication has been frequently used as a prototypical
case because of the simplifications resulting from
the lack of coherency stress effects and, for systems
with an atomically rough interface, from the simple
interface structure. In solidification the phase selec-
tion, growth velocity, chemical composition, long
and short range order, and microstructure of a grow-
ing phase are highly dependent on the local con-
ditions at the crystal/melt interface, e.g. tempera-
ture, composition, orientation, curvature, interface
structure. The objective of kinetic models is to per-
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mit the understanding of these dependencies and
ultimately to impart predictive capability for the
production of materials and microstructures under
solidification processing and other nonequilibrium
conditions. At slow solidification rates, the assump-
tion of local equilibrium at the crystal/melt interface
is valid. However, local equilibrium is not main-
tained during rapid solidification [1], for which
models of nonequilibrium interface kinetics abound
but definitive measurements are rare. Substantial
deviations from local equilibrium for solidification
set in as the interface velocity approaches the dif-
fusive speednD — the ratio of the diffusion coef-
ficient across the interface to the interatomic spac-
ing [2]. Measured diffusive speeds for solidification
[2, 3] fall in the range 100±2 m/s. The issue of local
interfacial equilibrium often also arises during
solid–solid transformations, where the diffusive
speed as defined above is expected to be much
smaller.

For binary alloys the nonequilibrium interface
response functions [4] predict (i) the composition
(mole fraction of solute)XS of the growing solid (or
“solute trapping function”), and (ii) the velocityn of
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the interface (or “velocity-undercooling function”); in
terms of the interface temperatureTi and composition
XL of the liquid at the interface. The validity of exist-
ing models can be assessed by experimental charac-
terization of both interface response functions in
planar binary alloy solidification.

For dilute alloys the interface response functions
simplify. The velocity-undercooling function
becomes indistinguishable from that of the pure sol-
vent [5] and the solute trapping function can be
described by a velocity-dependent but temperature-
and composition-independent ratio, the partition coef-
ficient k ; XS/XL. In this limit the solute trapping
function has been measured extensively [6]. In the
non-dilute case, however, solute trapping measure-
ments only partially test models, leaving the velocity-
undercooling function unresolved. A complete test
requires the experimental determination ofTi as well
as ofn andk. In particular, measurements of the velo-
city-undercooling function for concentrated alloys
can determine whether or not the interface is slowed
by a solute drag effect predicted by some models
[7–9].

1.1. Models

During solidification of a pure element with an
atomically rough interface, the velocity-undercooling
function in the low-velocity, linear regime is com-
monly modeled as

n 5
nC(Ti)
RTi

(2DGeff) (1)

where nC(Ti) is a kinetic coefficient that is often
expected to have Arrhenius form,R is the gas con-
stant, and, for pure elements,DGeff is a molar Gibbs
free energy change effectively driving solidification
(DGeff ,0 andn >0 for solidification). Although mod-
els extend to the nonlinear behavior at large devi-
ations from equilibrium [10], for most cases —
including those of concern to us in this study — only
the linear behavior near equilibrium (n/nC«1) is
important.

This relation has been extended to alloys using
sharp interface and continuum models. The sharp
interface models include the Aziz–Kaplan continu-
ous growth model (CGM) both with and without
solute drag [8] and the A˚ gren [9] model. Continuum
approaches include the Hillert–Sundman (H–S) [7,
11] and the Baker model [12]. In the CGM without
solute drag it is postulated that equation (1)
applies with

DGeff 5 DGDF;XSDmB 1 (12XS)DmA, (2)

where the “driving free energy”DGDF is the change
in Gibbs free energy per mole solidified, andDmB and

DmA are the changes in chemical potential upon sol-
idification for solute and solvent respectively. Hence
in the linear regime in the CGM without solute drag,
the velocity is proportional to the driving free energy.
In the CGM with solute drag, the free energyDGD

dissipated by solute-solvent redistribution affects the
velocity, and it is postulated that equation (1)
applies with

(2DGeff) 5 (2DGDF)2(DGD) (3)

where, for clarity, equation (3) is written so all quan-
tities in parentheses are positive for solidification. For
a sharp interface model such as the CGM with sol-
ute drag,

DGD 5 (XL2XS)(DmB2DmA). (4)

The compositions are determined by the solute
trapping function. The non-dilute CGM expression
for the partition coefficient is obtained [8] from a sol-
ute-solvent redistribution flux vs. driving force for
redistribution relation whose nonlinear behavior at
large driving forces cannot be neglected for these
experiments. The result is

k 5
ke 1 (n/nD)

1 1 (n/nD)2(12ke)XL

, (5)

where the equilibrium partitioning parameterke is
defined as

ke(XL,XS,Ti);SXS

XL
DexpF2

DmB2DmA

RTi
G. (6)

In the dilute limit, equation (5) reduces to

k(n) 5
ke 1 (n/nD)
1 1 (n/nD)

, (7)

whereke is the equilibrium partition coefficient.
In another sharp interface model due to A˚ gren [9],

DGD is given by half the right hand side of equation
(4) and the partition coefficient is obtained from a
solute-solvent redistribution flux-driving force
relation similar to that in the CGM except that linear
behavior characteristic of small driving forces is
assumed to hold at all driving forces.

Continuum models assume that the crystal/melt
interface has a finite thickness. The concentration pro-
file across the interface is determined by solving the
diffusion equation for non-dilute solutions [11] under
steady state conditions in a reference frame fixed on
the interface:
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v(X(z)2XS) 1 D(z)
X(z)(12X(z))

RTi

d
dz

(mB (8)

2mA) 5 0,

with z the coordinate normal to the interface andD(z)
the local tracer diffusivity. In this case,DGD is given
by [8]

DGD 5 2E
d

0

(X(z)2XS)
d
dz

(mB2mA)dz, (9)

whered is the interface thickness and the solid occu-
pies the half-spacez,0. In the Hillert–Sundman
model [11], D(z) is assumed to vary exponentially
across the interface, matching the solid and liquid
values at the respective interface boundaries. Its pre-
diction for the interfacial partitioning response func-
tion is obtained directly by evaluating the solution to
the diffusion equation atz 5 0 andz 5 d. Its predic-
tion for the velocity-undercooling function is equival-
ent to that of equations (1) and (3), withDGD given
by equation (9) instead of (4). A similar analysis
assuming a constant diffusivity (Di) across the inter-
face constitutes the two-level Baker model [12] as
extended by us to predict both response functions.

1.2. Pulsed laser melting

Rapid solidification induced by pulsed-laser melt-
ing (PLM) is a well-controlled experimental tech-
nique for the study of interface response functions. A
thin film geometry with samples with optically
smooth surfaces and a spatially uniform laser readily
effect plane-front solidification over the velocity
regime of about 1–10 m/s.

The development of numerous time-resolved
measurement techniques has permitted the quantitat-
ive analysis of the melting and solidification process
[13–15]. The transient conductance measurement
(TCM) technique uses nanosecond-resolved measure-
ments of the transverse electrical resistance of a thin
film on an insulating substrate. By exploiting the
increase in electrical conductivity that accompanies
Si melting, the crystal/melt interface velocity is meas-
ured during melting and subsequent solidification [13,
14]. A critical part of the work presented here is the
development of a technique for time-resolved tem-
perature measurements during rapid solidification
induced by PLM. The technique [16–18] obtains tem-
peratures by monitoring the time-dependence of the
temperature-dependent resistance of a thin-film resist-
ance temperature detector or “thermometer”, in close
proximity to, but electrically insulated from, the alloy
film. This allows for direct time-resolved measure-
ments of the temperature at a fixed depth in the sam-
ple.

Using the TCM technique, the dilute alloy limit of

the CGM has been shown to describe the velocity
dependence of the partition coefficient for several
dopants in Si [6, 19–21], as well as for several
alloying elements in Al [2, 22]. The objective of the
current work is a complete test of models for both
response functions of non-dilute alloys in a velocity
regime chosen to distinguish between models with
and without the solute drag effect.

1.3. The Si-As system

The Si-As system presents several advantages:
interface velocity measurements are easy to perform
in Si-based systems; the velocity-undercooling func-
tion for pure Si is well known [15, 23, 24]; virtually
the entire range ofk is readily accessible by PLM;
and, because large As concentrations can be trapped
in the Si lattice by PLM [25–27], the predicted effect
of solute drag is substantial. As a first step [28], we
studied the high-velocity limit in which k<1
(partitionless solidification) and thereby determined
Si-As alloy thermodynamic parameters required as
input to kinetic models [8]. Earlier studies of Si-As
resulted in significantly different values for the
congruent melting temperatureT0 [27, 29, 30].

We will present measurements of the solute trap-
ping and velocity-undercooling response functions for
polycrystalline Si-4.5 at.% As and Si-9 at.% As alloys
at velocities ranging from 0.25 to 2 m/s. These results
provide a test of models for the velocity-undercooling
function and for solute trapping beyond the dilute
alloy limit. This complete experimental determination
of both interface response functions for rapid alloy
solidification allows us to address the controversy
about solute drag effects in solidification. Preliminary
results have been reported previously [31, 32]. We
will show that the CGM without solute drag fits the
velocity-undercooling and solute trapping measure-
ments quite well, whereas the CGM with solute drag
and all other solute drag models do not fit the data.
The solute drag model of Hillert and Sundman (H–
S) [7, 11] also predicts negligible solute drag in
agreement with our measured undercoolings, but does
not agree with the solute trapping data.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

2.1. Specimen preparation

A schematic drawing of the sample structure is
shown in Fig. 1, while the sample layer structure and
processing methods are shown in Table 1. A thin Pt
layer placed between the Si-As alloy film and the Si
substrate acts as a thermometer. The Pt film is electri-
cally and thermally insulated from the Si substrate by
an SiO2 film and from the Si-As layer by a thin silicon
nitride (SiNx) film. The bare Pt films were annealed
for 10 min at 800°C in flowing Ar. Due to the high
temperatures achieved during laser irradiation,
materials with high melting points (Si3N4 and Pt)
were chosen for the layers that were not supposed to
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Fig. 1. Schematic cross section of sample structure. Transient lateral electrical conductance of alloy layer
determines melt depth historyd(t) and solidification velocityn(t); transient lateral electrical conductance of Pt
layer, which never melts, determines time-resolved temperatureTPt(t) nearby. Temperature correction is perfor-
med to obtain temperatureTi of crystal/melt interface for quasistationary temperature-depth profile occurring

during solidification, as shown schematically on the right. Layer thicknesses are reported in Table 1.

Table 1. Specimen structure

Layer Processing method Thickness (nm)

Si (001) wafer ~106

SiO2 LPCVDa 110 or 1000
Pt E-beam deposit 40
SiNx PECVDb 80
Si E-beam deposit 250
Al contacts Thermal deposit 400

a Low pressure chemical vapor deposition.
b Plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition.

melt. With these layers, the devices could be laser
irradiated multiple times and yield reproducible
measurements. The insulating layers act as the main
thermal barriers controlling heat diffusion into the
substrate, and thereby controlling the solidification
velocity. The thicknesses of the insulating films were
chosen to permit a range ofn reaching high enough
to ensure nearly partitionless solidification (k<1), but
not so high as to result in the growth of amorphous
alloys at high As concentrations [33].

Photolithographic techniques were used to pattern
resistors in the Si-As film for TCM and in the Pt film
for temperature measurements. An optical micrograph
of a device is shown in Fig. 2. The TCM resistors
had a length to width (L/W) ratio of 32, and the Pt
resistors had aL/W ratio of 20 and a room tempera-
ture resistance of|100 V.

Approximately flat As concentration-depth profiles
in the top 150 nm of the Si films were obtained by

Fig. 2. Plan-view optical micrograph of device. Al contacts
extend to the four corners. Pattern on right-hand side is alloy
layer for measuringd(t). Pattern on left-hand side is Pt layer
under partially transparent alloy layer for measuringT(t); Al
contacts do not touch top alloy layer. Laser footprint is highly
uniform over several mm in each direction. Cross section A-

A is shown in Fig. 5.

implanting As1 at four different energies. Alloys with
4.5 at.% As in the top 150 nm were prepared with
doses of 2.231016/cm2 at 200 keV, 9.231015/cm2 at
100 keV, 5.031015/cm2 at 50 keV and 3.031015/cm2

at 40 keV. Twice these doses were used for Si-9 at.%
As alloys. Samples were annealed for 10 min at
700°C in flowing Ar to crystallize the Si-As layer.
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2.2. Laser melting

Samples were irradiated (Fig. 3) using a 30 ns
FWHM XeCl (308 nm) excimer pulse at energy den-
sities ranging from 0.15 to 0.8 J/cm2. The laser beam
was spatially homogenized to within±5%
(homogenizer from XMR Inc.) to obtain uniform
illumination of the samples. The samples were laser
melted several (typically four) times to melt depths
of |150 nm in order to homogenize the As distri-
bution by diffusion in the liquid state. For each
device, homogenization was completed before data
were collected for analysis. The peak melt depths
were kept between 130 and 160 nm to ensure a uni-
form As concentration profile in the molten alloy and
sufficient time for the interface to approach steady
state conditions during solidification. To obtain a
wider range of solidification velocities, some samples
were preheated for a few seconds immediately before
firing the excimer laser using an 80 watt, continuous-
wave CO2 laser (10.6µm). The back of the sample
was coated with graphite paint to improve the coup-
ling of the infrared radiation. With preheating to|900
K the solidification velocities were reduced by a fac-
tor of |3 to below 0.3 m/s.

Three different types of time-resolved measure-
ments were performed during and following PLM:
time-resolved reflectivity (TRR) measurements,
TCM, and time-resolved temperature measurements.
TRR measurements were made using a continuous-
wave argon laser (488 nm) at grazing incidence with
p polarization (Fig. 3). Large changes in the optical
reflectivity of Si indicate melting or resolidification
of the top|4 nm. Melt durations from TRR were used
to corroborate the melt profiles obtained from TCM.

The circuits used to measure the melt depth-depen-
dent resistance of the Si-As resistor and the tempera-

Fig. 3. Schematic of experimental setup showing optical and
electrical signal propagation.

ture-dependent resistance of the Pt thermometer are
shown in Fig. 1. Suppression of signal reflections was
accomplished with a traveling pulse configuration
[17, 34] consisting of a pulse charge line impedance-
matched with the power supply and a transmission
line impedance-matched with the oscilloscope. The
data were acquired with a high speed digitizing
oscilloscope.

2.3. Characterization

Arsenic concentration profiles before and after
PLM, as well as layer thicknesses, were determined
by Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)
using 2 MeV He11 ions. A grazing exit angle
geometry (75° from surface normal) was used to
obtain a depth resolution of|9 nm. The As profiles
were approximately uniform in the top|150 nm, with
the As concentration decreasing with depth from
there on. The As concentrations in the top 150 nm
were measured to be 4.5 at.% and 9 at.% for the low
and high dose implants respectively. The thicknesses
reported in Table 1 were obtained from analysis of
the RBS spectra.

Plan-view transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) analysis was performed using a Philips 420
electron microscope at 120 keV. The samples were
thinned by chemically etching the Si substrates in a
solution of 20% HF in HNO3, followed by ion milling
with 3 keV Ar1 ions. X-ray diffraction studies were
performed on the films in aq-2q geometry with Cu
Ka radiation.

Cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared with
a Hitachi FB-2000A focused ion beam (30 keV Ga1,
15 nA to 10 pA. First, a thick (150 nm) Au coating
was deposited prior to the standard W coating to
maintain the original surface for melt depth determi-
nation. Microscopy was performed on a Hitachi 8100
microscope operating at 200 keV.

3. DATA ANALYSIS

Both the partition coefficient and interface tem-
perature versus interface velocity relations reported
below are reported for an interface depth 30 nm from
the surface, sufficiently far from the beginning of sol-
idification for steady state to be established, but far
enough away from the surface to prevent the proxim-
ity of the final transient from altering the steady state
conditions. Results from numerical liquid diffusion
and partitioning simulations for 9% As are in excel-
lent agreement with the data, which indicate that the
As concentration after solidification at 30 nm is|9
at.% for most solidification velocities, but has slightly
lower values (|8%) for the lowest solidification velo-
cities. This slight velocity-dependence ofXS was
taken into account in all model computations.

3.1. Partition coefficients

Partition coefficients during solidification were
obtained by comparing concentration profiles after
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solidification with the results of numerical simula-
tions of liquid diffusion and partitioning [19, 32].
Measured melt-depth history and initial concentration
profiles were used as inputs. For each sample, there
is a small range of solidification velocities relevant to
the determination ofk (n decreases slightly over the
depth range of significance to the measurements).
Simulating solidification over such a range ofn
requires an assumption about dk/dn. Although
assuming dk/dn 5 0 for any given sample results in
a reasonable fit to the data, we used the slightly more
accurate assumption that over the small velocity
range sampled,k varies with n as predicted by the
CGM (equation (7)): dk/d logn 5 (k2ke)(12
k)/(12ke). This assumption about the local behavior
of dk/dn does not result in any bias for the global
k(n) relation determined by fitting many samples
covering a wide range ofn.

3.2. Interface temperature

The Pt thermometer permitted us direct time-
resolved measurements of the temperature in the solid
near, but not at, the interface. These measurements
were then used to determine the crystal/melt interface
temperature during solidification [17]. In Fig. 1 we
show a schematic plot of the temperature profile at a
particular time during solidification, after the initial
transient behavior setting up the interfacial undercoo-
ling has decayed away but before the start of the final
transient behavior associated with the collision of the
zone-refined solute boundary layer with the free sur-
face. Because of its high thermal conductivity, the
thin Pt film acts as a thermal short-circuit. Heat-flow
simulations [28] show that the temperature profile
during this stage of solidification is very uniform
within the Pt film, with temperature differences of
only a few degrees between the top and bottom inter-
faces. This permits a straightforward conversion from
Pt resistance to Pt film temperature using the results
of the calibrations described in this section.

During solidification, the interface temperature was
determined from measured Pt resistor temperatures,
TPt, using an approximate solution to the heat flow
equation [17, 28, 31] in which

Ti 5 TPt 1 DTcorr. (10)

The sole heat source is the interface, moving at nearly
constant velocity, and the only significant sink is the
bulk of the solid. Hence the heat flux below the
crystal/melt interface is nearly uniform with depth,
temperature changes with time in the top layers are
small during this part of the solidification stage, and

DTcorr>nHFE2dz
K(z)

>nHFSdinsul

Kinsul

1
dalloy

Kalloy
D, (11)

where the integration is performed from the top of

the Pt film to the crystal/melt interface,K(z) is the
position-dependent thermal conductivity,HF is the
enthalpy of fusion,Kinsul and Kalloy are the thermal
conductivities of SiNx and the solid Si-As alloy,dinsul

and dalloy are the thicknesses of the SiNx layer and
the solid portion of the Si-As layer. No concentration
dependence was found forHF [28] and none is
expected for theK at the high temperatures of interest
here, so the pure Si values were used. Full numerical
solutions of the time-dependent one dimensional heat
equation [28] show that equation (11), which is the
solution under steady-state conditions, is accurate to
within |10 K toward the end of solidification, and
that the effect of the Pt layer onn is negligible.

The interface velocity for equation (11) is determ-
ined experimentally from the TCM data. To minimize
DTcorr, the insulating SiNx layer was kept as thin as
possible while reliably isolating the Pt layer from the
Si-As alloy electrically.Kinsul was determined from
measurements performed on pure Si combined with
furnace calibrations as discussed below. The combi-
nation of TCM (to measuren) and thermometer
measurements thus provide a determination ofTi dur-
ing rapid solidification. Note that in this analysis no
numerical heat-flow simulations are necessary to
determineTi, although they have been used to corrob-
orate the approach taken here.

Time-resolved measurements on pure Si samples
were used to determine Kinsul. The interface tempera-
ture for Si is related to the melting temperatureTm by

Tm 5 Ti 1 DTk, (12)

whereDTk is the kinetic interfacial undercooling. The
velocity-undercooling relation is given by equation
(1). For partitionless alloy solidification at small
undercooling,

DGDF>2
HfDTk

T0

, (13)

whereT0 is the congruent melting point, and in this
case the kinetic undercooling is given by

DTk>
RTiT0

Hf

·
n
n0

. (14)

For Si (001) nearTm, measured values of the “inter-
face sluggishness”, dDTk/dn, range from 3 to 18 K
s/m [15, 23, 24]. A value of 15 K s/m was used in the
analysis. The quantity of primary interest for kinetic
models is thedifferencebetween the interface tem-
perature of the alloy and that of pure Si at the same
n. The uncertainty in interface sluggishness has little
effect on this quantity because any errors in interface
sluggishness affect the velocity-undercooling func-
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tions of the alloy and of pure Si in approximately the
same way.

Because small variations in the room temperature
resistance of the Pt thermometers were observed from
device to device, furnace calibrations were performed
on each device after laser irradiation and data collec-
tion. The thermometer resistance vs. temperature
relation was measured in the range from room tem-
perature to 450°C, over which the devices showed
reproducible linear behavior. Higher temperature fur-
nace treatments resulted in degradation as indicated
by irreversible increases in resistance. Bare Pt films,
however, showed linear reproducible behavior in fur-
nace annealing up to 1000 K. A Pt temperature scale
was first obtained using the results of furnace cali-
brations (linear fit and extrapolations). This was used
to determineKinsul 5 0.017 Wcm21K21 from pure Si
PLM data at high interface velocities (for whichTPt

| 1050 K; see Fig. 4) using equation (11) and
accounting for the known kinetic interfacial
undercooling.

We require that asn → 0, DTcorr → 0 andDTk →
0 and therefore thatTPt → Tm (equations (10), (11),
(12), and (14)). However, for pure Si, the nominal
TPt(n) plot showed that the extrapolation of Pt tem-
perature ton50 undershot the melting point of Si by
|10%. This was attributed to nonlinearities of Pt thin
film resistance vs. temperature above 1100 K. A cor-
rection to the Pt temperature scale for temperatures
above 1100 K was therefore determined using the Si
data and assuming a linear relation between Pt tem-
perature and interface velocity that extrapolated to the
melting point of Si forn 5 0. The same correction
(determined from pure Si data only) was then applied
to the Si-As alloy data. The effect of these calibration
procedures was that the data from the pure Si samples
served solely as a calibration of the temperature
measurements for the alloys. The calibrated tempera-
tures are shown in Fig. 4.

4. RESULTS

A cross-section of a laser melted Pt thermometer
device (cross-section location indicated in Fig. 2) is

Fig. 4. Pt temperature vs.n. Data below 1100 K determined
from furnace calibration and linear extrapolation. Data above
1100 K calibrated by requiring pure Si curve to pass through

Tm at n 5 0.

Fig. 5. Transmission electron micrograph of cross section A-
A indicated in Fig. 2 of sample melted four times, showing
maintenance of smooth interfaces and absence of degradation

from melting and solidification.

shown in Fig. 5. The device was melted four times
at a fluence and melt depth identical to those used in
data collection. The polycrystalline Si-As layer is 210
nm thick. The deepest melt penetration is evident
from the termination of some unmelted grains at a
depth of|150 nm. Both the amorphous silicon nitride
insulating layer and the Pt thermometer layers have
relatively smooth interfaces and exhibit no damage
from the laser melting process. Below the 1µm thick
SiO2 layer, which extends beyond the bottom of the
micrograph, is the Si substrate. This sample was pro-
duced in the same manner as those used in the data
collection, although the batch from which the micro-
graph was prepared had slightly different layer thick-
nesses.

Plan-view TEM studies of samples solidified at 1.9
m/s showed that the resulting Si-As alloys were
polycrystalline and homogeneous, with an average
grain size of|300 nm [35]. Diffraction rings indi-
cated random orientations in the plane of the film,
with no allowed orders of diffraction missing
(indicating no strong texture in the direction normal
to the substrate). X-ray studies showed good agree-
ment between the relative intensities of the three most
intense peaks and those expected for randomly ori-
ented polycrystalline films [32].

Reflectivity vs. time traces in Fig. 6 show sharp
transitions from the solid to the liquid reflectivity
values upon surface melting, and slightly broader

Fig. 6. Time-resolved reflectivity of Si-9 at.% As alloy showing
sharp transitions when the surface melts and solidifies.
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transitions at surface solidification. This suggests that
the crystal/melt interfaces were approximately planar.
The transitions at solidification, however, were
broader than expected for perfectly planar interfaces.
In the case of planar crystal/melt interface motion, the
decay timetp for the reflectivity signal at solidifi-
cation is approximately (2an)21 [36], where, in our
case,a is the optical absorption coefficient of the Ar
laser radiation divided by the cosine of the angular
deviation of the refracted beam from normal. An esti-
mate of the interface roughnesss is given by
2s<n (t2tp), wheret is the measured decay time of
the reflectivity signal. We estimateds|15 nm. These
small deviations from planar crystal/melt interface
motion are most likely due to spatial inhomogeneities
of the laser energy density or in the surface reflectiv-
ity due to the polycrystallinity, although differences
in the melting and solidification velocities among
grains with different orientation in the Si-As film may
also be contributing factors.

Room temperature conductivities after PLM were
independent of solidification velocity and indicated
that As was quenched into electrically active sites.
In addition, excellent matching was obtained between
measured concentration profiles and results of solute
liquid diffusion and partitioning simulations assuming
planar interface motion. These observations, along
with the TEM images, indicate that the interface was
stable against morphological instabilities [37–40].

Diffusion coefficients (DL) in the liquid Si-As
alloys were determined by fitting simulated profiles
for samples that underwent deep melts. For both 4.5
and 9 at.% As alloys,DL was determined to be
(1.5±0.5)31024 cm2/s. In Fig. 7 we show concen-
tration depth profiles before and after PLM for one
sample and results of the corresponding liquid dif-
fusion and partitioning simulation. The value ofDL

is determined mainly by the amount of As penetrating
to deeper depths during the melt period and is not
very sensitive to the value ofk in this regime; the
value of k is determined mainly by the size of the

Fig. 7. Arsenic concentration-depth profiles for Si-9 at.% As
sample before and after melting. Max. melt depth 240 nm; sol-
idification velocity 0.62 m/s. Liquid diffusion and partitioning
simulation using measured starting profile and measured inter-
face position vs. time fits data well withDL 5 1.5 3 1024

cm2/s andk(0.62 m/s)5 0.7.

Fig. 8. Arsenic concentration-depth profiles focusing on surface
peak of samples solidified with velocities of 0.26, 0.74, and
1.91 m/s. Points: experimental data; lines: simulation withDL

5 1.5 3 1024 cm2/s and indicated values of partition coef-
ficient.

“surface peak” which measures the amount of As
swept back to the surface by the solidification front
[6].

In Fig. 8 we show blow-ups of the surface peaks
for three Si-9 at.% As samples spanning the range of
measured solidification velocities used to extract the
k(n) relation. No evidence of a surface peak is
observed for the sample solidified at the highest velo-
city. This resulted in a much larger uncertainty ink
than for samples that exhibited a surface peak. In Fig.
9 we show the resulting experimentalk(n) response
function for Si-4.5 and 9 at.% As.

In Fig. 10 we show the melt depth and Pt tempera-
ture traces measured simultaneously on Si-9 at.% As
samples for three differentn. The TPt scale was cor-
rected above 1100 K as discussed above. TheTPt(n)
results are shown in Fig. 4. The main feature observed
when comparing the pure Si to the Si-9 at.% As data
in Fig. 4 is a temperature shift with little or no change
in slope. This observation alone will turn out to be
sufficient to rule out most solute drag models. The
resultingTi(n) response function is shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 9. Partition coefficient vs. interface velocity response func-
tion. Experimental data points for compositions indicated.
Curves for various models. CGM: Continuous Growth Model,
nD 5 0.37 m/s assumed composition-independent. Two-level
Baker model:nD 5 0.035 m/s. A˚ gren model:nD 5 0.065 m/s.

Hillert–Sundman model: interface thickness573 nm.
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Fig. 10. Time-resolved melt depth and corresponding Pt tem-
perature for Si-9 at.% As alloys. Velocity was varied by vary-
ing CO2 preheat temperature and thickness of underlying oxide.

Fig. 11. Interface temperature vs. velocity response function.
Theoretical pure Si curve taken from literature as discussed in
text; calibration procedure forces pure Si data to fit curve. CGM
without solute drag and Hillert–Sundman model fit alloy data;

other models do not.

5. MODEL COMPUTATIONS

5.1. Thermodynamic parameters

We compared our results to the predictions of the
CGM and Ågren sharp-interface models and the
Baker and Hillert–Sundman diffuse-interface models.
In all cases the free energy functions of liquid and
supersaturated solid are required as input. A subregu-
lar solution model was used to compute the thermo-
dynamic functions for the solid and liquid alloys, with
the Gibbs free energy given by

G 5 XG0
As 1 (12X)G0

Si 1 RT[(12X)ln(1 (15)
2X) 1 X ln X] 1 X(12X)V

whereX is the mole fraction of As,V is an interaction
parameter that was permitted to depend linearly on
temperature,R is the gas constant, andG0

Si and G0
As

are the Gibbs free energies for pure Si and pure As
respectively (with diamond structure for the solid in
both cases). It is not possible within the framework
of the subregular solution model to fit all existing
thermodynamic data for the Si-As system. For this
reason, we chose a set of thermodynamic parameters
(Table 2) that results in a good fit to the equilibrium
liquidus [41], measured values ofHF(X) [28], and
measured congruent melting temperaturesT0(X) [28].
This set of thermodynamic parameters does not result
in a good fit to the assessed equilibrium solidus, but
there are large discrepancies in reported solidus data
[41]. This parameter set also gives an unlikely value,
ke 5 731024, of the dilute limit of the equilibrium
partition coefficient. Although the commonly
accepted value ofke 5 0.3 is based on scant experi-
mental evidence,* it is unlikely to be off by orders
of magnitude. An alternative set of thermodynamic
parameters, which has been developed for dilute sol-
utions [32], fits the assessed [41] equilibrium solidus
data (which correspond in practice to the maximum
reported equilibrium solubilities) and gives a dilute
limit of the equilibrium partition coefficient of 0.3.
However, it results in a substantial underestimate of
the measuredHF and, most crucially, a substantial
overestimateT0. It therefore cannot be used to predict
accurate interface temperatures in the non-dilute
alloys studied here.

The choice ofG0
As is somewhat arbitrary. It was

chosen to fall within a range of reasonable values
[27]; our conclusions are insensitive to the value
within this range. The temperature-dependence of the
interaction parameter for the solid (B in Table 2) was
151 J mol21 K21 for the CGM and H–S models, 145
J mol21 K21 for the Baker model and 146 J mol21

K21 for the Ågren model, chosen in each case to
optimize the fit of the kinetic model to the experi-
mental data. For the continuum (H–S and Baker)
models, the parametersV, and in equation (15),
which go into the determination of the chemical
potentials in equation (8), are assumed to vary lin-
early across the interface and match the correspond-
ing solid and liquid values at the boundaries.

Table 2. Thermodynamic parameters for Si-As. T is the absolute tem-
perature in Kelvin

Solid (diamond cubic) Liquid

G0
Si (J/mol) 0 50626230 T

G0
As (J/mol) 0 230 T

V (J/mol) 21955001B T 2140 000187.5 T

* Olesinski and Abbaschian [41] report that the dilute
limit of ke is quoted by Burton [42] as 0.3, citing Hall [43]
and J. D. Struthers, but that Hall actually reported ake

smaller by a factor of five.
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The two kinetic parameters arenC and nD (nD is
given byDi/d in the Baker model), except in the H–
S model wherenD is replaced by the interface thick-
nessd as a parameter. For all models, the parameter
nC has a negligible effect on thek(n) relation and was
taken from the interface sluggishness for pure Si
(dDTk/dn 5 15 K s/m) to benC 5 31 m/s; our con-
clusions are not sensitive to the value ofnC within the
range [24] of reported values. The remaining kinetic
parameter was determined by fitting thek(n) data. For
the H–S model we usedDS 5 1310213 cm2/s for the
diffusivity in the solid alloy at the interface [44, p.
422], corresponding to measuredTi of |1420 K, and
DL 5 1.53104 cm2/s obtained experimentally from
the present study.

5.2. Comparison with models

Our strategy for comparing the models to the data
was to fit the measuredk(n) relations to the data to
determine the free parameternD or d, and then to use
this best-fit parameter value in predicting interfacial
undercoolings to compare with theTi(n) data. The
best-fit k(n) relations for Si-9 at.% As predicted by
the models, as well as the CGMk(n) relations for
other compositions, are superposed on the data in Fig.
9. The CGM without solute drag, equations (1), (2),
and (5), describes the data very well withnD 5 0.37
m/s, and also is consistent with the observed negli-
gible concentration dependence of thek(n) relation.
In the computations, the same value ofnD was used
for both As concentrations. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the diffusive speed is defined theoretically
in terms of a thermally activated diffusive jump at the
interface [8]. BecauseTi for the Si-9%As alloys is
|100 K lower than for the Si-4.5 at.% alloys, a
slightly smaller value ofnD might be expected for the
more concentrated alloy. The predictions of the A˚ gren
model for k(n) are virtually indistinguishable from
those of the CGM.

We also implemented the continuum (Hillert–
Sundman and two-level Baker) models and computed
their predictions. The only difference between these
models in our implementation is theD(z) profile,
which is an exponential function connecting the bulk
solid and liquid values in the H–S model and an
adjustable constantDi in the two-level Baker model
(see Fig. 13(a)). The two-level Baker model predicts
slightly too steep a rise ink with log n to fit the data.
In the dilute limit,k(n) in the CGM, Ågren, and two-
level Baker models is a function solely of the dimen-
sionless ration/nD and therefore in a plot ofk vs. log
n, such as Fig. 9, the only effect of varyingnD is a
rigid horizontal shift of the curve with no change in
slope. For alloys of up to 10 at.% this statement also
remains true to a good degree of approximation.
Hence the slopes dk/d log n in Fig. 9 are parameter-
independent and the too-steep slope of the two-level
Baker model appears to be a general property that has
prevented it from fittingk(n) data in other systems as
well [19]. Although we did not implement it, the orig-

Fig. 12. Free energy dissipated per mole solidified for dilute
solution (XS50.01) H–S model for assumed profiles of solute
diffusivity and m9

B2m9
A shown in Fig. 13(a). Case of “D con-

stant” is equivalent to two-level Baker model. Maximum dissi-
pation for exponential diffusivity profile is only|5% of that

for constant-diffusivity profile.

inal Baker model [12] has a preferential solute
adsorption site in the middle of the interface (a “third
level”) and, with the associated pair of additional
adjustable parameters, no doubt could fit thek(n)
data.

For the H–S model the best-fit value of the inter-
face thickness wasd 5 73 nm. The calculatedk vs.
n curve perhaps rises slightly too slowly compared to
the data, but the main drawback of the model is the
unacceptably large value ofd required to fit the data.
Furthermore, a reduction ofd by two orders of magni-
tude to a physically reasonable value produces a shift
of the curve to the right by two orders of magnitude.
Calculations with the H–S model and a dilute solution
parameter set [32] (which cannot match the measured
temperatures), result in similar predictions to those
obtained fork(n) with the parameter set used here
except they result in a significantly smaller value of
dk/d log n and a best-fit interface thickness of 6.2
nm — still an order of magnitude too large to be
physically plausible. We have found no thermodyn-
amic parameter set for which the H–S model with a
physically plausible interface thickness fits thek(n)
data.

The results of the calculations ofTi are superposed
on the data in Fig. 11. The H–S model and CGM
without solute drag predictTi(n) relations in excellent
agreement with the data. The A˚ gren, CGM with sol-
ute drag and two-level Baker models predict an
increase inTi with n over the range ofn covered by
the experiment, in conflict with the experimental
results. Although we did not implement it, we expect
that the original, three-level Baker model would fare
no better than the two-level Baker model in this test.
Because the free energy dissipated by solute-solvent
redistribution is calculated and subtracted from the
free energy driving interface motion before the inter-
face velocity is determined, in principle the H–S and
Baker models are solute drag models. However, the
actual magnitude of the solute drag effect computed
from the H–S model is negligible and that from the
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Baker model substantial, for reasons to be discussed
below.

Combining thek(n) andTi(n) measurements results
in a complete experimental determination of the inter-
face response functions for rapid alloy solidification
and allows us to critically test the models. The CGM
without drag fits the data for both thek(n) andTi(n)
relations. None of the other models, all of which are
solute drag models, fit both thek(n) and Ti(n) data.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1. Solute trapping models and parameters

The diffusive velocity determined from the CGM
for the Si-As system wasnD 5 0.37 m/s, which is
nearly two orders of magnitude lower than that
determined for the Si–Bi system (nD 5 32 m/s) [19].
Virtually indistinguishable predictions fork(n) result
from calculations using the CGM withnD 5 0.46 m/s
and a different thermodynamic parameter set
(Parameter Set 1 of [32], optimized for dilute sol-
utions but inaccurate for concentrated solutions).
Either value is consistent (although as an extreme)
with a trend observed for several Si as well as Al
alloys, for which an inverse correlation is found
betweennD andke [3, 22]. It has been suggested that
kinetic barriers for solute–solvent redistribution
across the interface are smaller for systems with steep
potential gradients and that the quantitynD3k1/2

e is
approximately the same for different solutes in the
same solvent [3, 22]. This relation is approximately
followed in the existing data for (001) oriented Si
alloys [3, 19, 21]. Although the predictions of the
Ågren model fork(n) are virtually indistinguishable
from those of the CGM, the value ofnD 5 0.065 m/s
required to fit the data is quite different. Because the
CGM and Ågren models fork(n) are virtually ident-
ical except for a subtle difference in the flux-driving
force relationship at large driving force, which is not
directly measurable, this observation indicates a very
sensitive model-dependence to thenD values inferred
from solute trapping measurements and should act as
a warning against over-interpreting inferrednD valu-
es.

The extension of the CGM to treat step-flow
growth is called the Aperiodic Stepwise Growth
Model (ASGM) [45]. The predictions of the ASGM
and the CGM are virtually indistinguishable for both
thek(n) and theTi(n) behavior. The ASGM postulates
that the kinetic processes described by the CGM
occur at step edges during lateral step motion rather
than at a rough interface, so if only a single orien-
tation is under consideration then the same equations
describe step motion in the ASGM and interface
motion in the CGM and the main difference is the
effective diffusive speed. Subsequent solute–solvent
redistribution through the terrace is independent of
the step motion in the ASGM and causes an insig-
nificant change in driving free energy in the regime

covered by the experiment. Additionally, it has been
shown [32] that for polycrystalline samples such as
those used here, the orientationally-averaged ASGM
and the CGM are virtually indistinguishable fork(n).
Hence if we are interested in only the velocity-depen-
dence ofk andTi and not the orientation-dependence,
the CGM and ASGM perform equally well. Measure-
ments of the orientation-dependence ofTi must await
the availability of single crystal thin films of variable
orientation on insulator substrates. In light of the suc-
cess of the ASGM in describing the orientation-
dependence of partitioning in Si [3, 45], clearly the
CGM gives only an approximate description in this
system; yet the approximate description works
remarkably well. The CGM adequately describes the
k(n) relation in all systems in which it has been tested:
single crystal Si, polycrystalline Si, and (111)-tex-
tured polycrystalline Al. Its advantage over the
ASGM is its simplicity — it has only one instead of
two free parameters — and its applicability to a wide
range of materials systems. Additionally, although
correlations, discussed above, have now been ident-
ified that help in estimating the values of the fitting
parameters of both models in the absence of a solute
trapping measurement [2, 3], the correlation for the
CGM has been established for a wider range of sys-
tems than those for the ASGM.

6.2. Absence of solute drag

The absence of solute drag in alloy solidification,
or its negligible value, can be inferred from the
experimental results in a quite direct way, eliminating
the need to assume specific values for several thermo-
dynamic parameters as was done in the sections
above. The characteristic feature for models that
include a large solute drag effect such as the CGM
with solute drag, Baker, and A˚ gren models, is that
they predict, for constantXS and velocities in the
vicinity of nD, a more positive slope on theTi(n)
relation for the alloy samples than for pure Si [5]. In
particular, for the lower interface velocities measured
in our experiment, a large positive slope ofTi(n) is
predicted (Fig. 11), in contrast to the negative slope
for the pure Si case. In contrast, the CGM without
solute drag and Hillert–Sundman model (with negli-
gible solute drag) predict similar (and negative)Ti(n)
slopes for the alloy and pure Si samples, even at the
lowest velocities measured. These observations are
quite general, and qualitatively insensitive to the
choice of values forG0

Si, G0
As, V andnC(Ti) (or inter-

face sluggishness) within reasonable ranges. The raw
data show a nearly identical (and even slightly more
negative) slope ofTPt(n) for the alloy than the Si
samples for all velocities measured (Fig. 4). In order
to reach the conclusion that the solute drag effect is
negligible or non-existent, it is necessary to assume
only that the thermal conductivity in the integrand in
equation (11) does not increase strongly with tem-
perature. A sufficiently strong increase would invali-
date the analysis of the alloy samples using the high-
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temperature value ofKinsul obtained from the analysis
of the pure Si samples. The magnitude of the possible
error arising from this effect was evaluated by per-
forming heat-flow simulations [28] varying the T-
derivative ofKinsul. The results of these calculations,
using a composition-independentHF, indicate that for
our conclusions to be unaffected it suffices to assume
that Kinsul increases by less than 60% over the range
1000–1600 K. This requirement can be relaxed if the
heat of fusion for the alloy is less than that of pure
Si; however, our measurements indicate identical
heats of fusion [35]. Existing measurements of ther-
mal conductivity for Si3N4 show no increase but, tak-
ing the extremes of the error bars, we can safely
assume an increase of less than 42% over this tem-
perature range [46]. It then follows, through equation
(11) or through full numerical heat flow simulations,
that the slope ofTi vs. n for alloy samples is similar
to that of pure Si over the experimental range, directly
ruling out the models with significant solute drag
effects.

6.3. Origin of solute drag effect

We have been unable to make any solute drag
model, for either a sharp or a diffuse interface,
reproduce both the measuredk(n) andTi(n) interface
response functions quantitatively. In contrast, solute
drag models have been successful at describing the
interface response in the migration of grain [47] and
anti-phase [48] boundaries. Each of the models dis-
cussed in this paper is of broad potential applica-
bility — the models have been applied to solidifi-
cation, solid-state transformations [49], and grain
boundary migration [11] — and no reason is obvious
for success in describing one growth process and
failure in another. One possible explanation is that
the effective driving free energy that goes into equ-
ation (1) is given by equation (2) for solidification
and equation (3) for the migration of grain and anti-
phase boundaries, and different “universality
classes” must be identified to determine which equ-
ation is to be used. Alternatively, equation (3) may
always be valid but withDGD merely negligible for
solidification. A potential explanation consistent
with the latter possibility may be found from a closer
examination of the origin of free energy dissipation
due to solute drag in the Hillert–Sundman model. In
Figs 12 and 13 we compare calculations for the H–
S model using two different diffusivity profiles
across the interface, using the parameters reported
in Table 3. The dashed curves labeled “D constant”
result from the assumption of a spatially-uniform
D(z) across the interface (equivalent to the two-level
Baker model). The solid curves labeled “D
exponential” result from the assumption that log
D(z) varies linearly across the interface and has
vastly different values on the two sides of the inter-
face. Both of these profiles are shown in Fig. 13(a).
A dilute solution (XS 5 0.01) is used for simplicity.
Both cases assume the same linear variation (Fig.

Fig. 13. Hillert–Sundman model, variation across interface of
solute drag-related quantities atn 5 0.1 m/s (peak dissipation
in Fig. 12). (a) contrasting assumptions ofD(z) exponential and
D(z) constant, the latter being equivalent to the two-level Baker
model. Both cases assume the same energetic bias for solute–
solvent redistribution (dotted line). (b) Diffusive flux (left axis)
andXB (same curve measured along right axis; note scale starts
at bulk solid composition), related by equation (16). Note flux
kinetically frozen out near left-hand side for D exponential. (c)
Chemical potential difference between B and A; note negligible
gradient in right half forD exponential. (d) Integrand in equ-
ation (17), dissipation due to solute drag, obtained from curves
in (b) and (c). Curve forD exponential is low on left due to
(b) and low on right due to (c). Horizontal lines: values
resulting from equation (17) by replacing position-dependent
values in (b) and (c) with maximum value in the interface.
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Table 3. Parameters used in calculations for Hillert–Sundman model
(log D(z) varies linearly from logDL to log DS) and 2-level Baker model

(D(z) 5 Dconstant) in this section

Parameter Variable (units) Value

Equilibrium partition ke 0.3
coefficient
Solute concentration in XS 0.01
solid at interface
Interface temperature Ti (K) 1683
Atomic volume V (m3) 1.131025

Interface thickness δ (m) 5310210

Diffusivity for 2-level Dconstant(cm2/s) 231027

Baker model
Liquid diffusivity for DL (cm2/s) 231024

H–S model
Solid diffusivity for DS (cm2/s) 2310210

H–S model

13(a)) ofm9
B2m9

A across the interface, where “A” is
solvent, “B” is solute, andm9

A,B(T); mA,B(XA,B,T) 2
RT ln XA,B is the redistribution potential representing
energy plus local entropy but excluding the ideal
entropy of mixing. The assumption of a linearly
varying m9

B2m9
A across the interface and that of lin-

early-varyingV, G9
A andG0

B values (cf. Table 2) are
equivalent for dilute solutions, but the former is sim-
pler. The velocity-dependence ofDGD, the amount
of free energy dissipated by solute–solvent redistri-
bution within the interface, per mole of alloy solidi-
fied is shown in Fig. 12. Both models predict a peak
at the same velocity, 1021 m/s, because the diffusiv-
ity in the constant-D model has been chosen for con-
venience so that average value of logD is the same
in both cases. (To apply the constant-D model to
solid–solid transformations we might expect to use
a lower value of logD resulting in a shift of the
dashed curve in Fig. 12 to the left.) In Fig. 13(b–
d) we consider the variation across the interface of
relevant quantities, in each case for the velocity of
maximum free energy dissipation,n51021 m/s (Fig.
12). The diffusive fluxjd(z) and the mole fraction
X(z) of solute, both shown in Fig. 13(b), are related
by [8]

jd(z) 5
n

Vm

[X(z)2XS], (16)

whereVm is the molar volume, and are found by solv-
ing equation (8) forX(z). The resulting chemical
potential difference between solute and solvent is
shown in Fig. 13(c). The solute drag force on the
interface, or the free energy dissipated by the inter-
face, can be obtained by combining the quantities in
Fig. 13(b) and (c). Aziz and Kaplan [8] showed that
for diffuse interface models the total forcePTOT due
to both solute and solvent species, per unit area of
interface, is given by

PTOTVm 5 2(DGDF) 1 E
d

0

(X(z) (17)

2XS)
d(mB2mA)

dz
dz

where2DGDF (equation (2)) is positive for solidifi-
cation and the integral, which is negative, is the pro-
duct of the solute drag force/area andVm. This inte-
gral is, within a minus sign, precisely the right-hand
side of equation (9) forDGD in a continuum model,
i.e. the free energy dissipated by solute–solvent redis-
tribution per mole of alloy solidified. The integrand,
plotted in Fig. 13(d), is the product of factors determ-
ined in Fig. 13(b) and (c). SubstitutingDGD for the
integral, equation (17) should be compared with Equ-
ation (3) for sharp interfaces.

Now consider a positionzo near the center of the
interface in the profiles resulting from the model with
a large diffusivity gradient, and contrast these profiles
with those for uniform diffusivity. Slightly to the left
of zo, D is so small that the diffusive flux is essentially
shut off: X(z)2XS and jd(z) are essentially zero, as
shown in Fig. 13(b). Slightly to the right ofzo, D is
so large that local equilibrium extends the rest of the
way to the leading edge of the interface and the driv-
ing force for redistribution vanishes, i.e.mB2mA must
be flat as shown in Fig. 13(c). Sozo marks the center
of a narrow dissipative zone where the product of the
diffusive flux and its conjugate driving force [8], d/dz
(mB2mA), is greatest (though still very small). Out-
side the dissipative zone, either the vanishing diffus-
ive flux or the vanishing driving force ensures a negli-
gible contribution to the integral in equation (17).
Changingn shifts the center of the dissipative zone
but does not significantly increase the width or the
height of the curve in Fig. 13(d), resulting in a broad
maximum in the solid curve in Fig. 12. Hence for
sufficiently narrow dissipative zones, the total force
on the interface due to both species in equation (17)
is indistinguishable from2DGDF. This might be
thought of as the diffuse-interface justification of equ-
ation (2), the no-solute-drag sharp-interface model
that appears to accurately describe solidification. For
grain boundaries and especially for anti-phase bound-
aries we expect a much less severe diffusivity gradi-
ent, resulting in a wider dissipative zone and hence
the solute drag effect may be significant. In Fig. 13(d)
the integrand in equation (17) is compared to the
result, represented by the horizontal lines, that one
would obtain from replacing each factor in the inte-
grand with its maximum value in the interface. This
operation represents, roughly speaking, what one does
when replacing the diffuse interface model with the
sharp-interface CGM with solute drag [8], as can be
seen by comparing equations (4) and (9). It is seen
that for the large diffusivity-gradient case, the
resulting change is quite substantial. One can thereby
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see why the CGM with solute drag predicts such a
large solute drag effect compared to the Hillert–Sund-
man solute drag model. It is not fair, however, to
characterize the CGM with solute drag as merely a
less accurate approximation of the Hillert–Sundman
model: in the case of a truly atomically sharp inter-
face, one cannot define the variables in Fig. 13 other
than at the endpoints, but the sharp-interface descrip-
tion inherent in the CGM still survives.

Apparently we can rationalize the negligible drag
effect observed experimentally in two ways:

1. It is explained by a diffuse-interface picture with
dissipation reducingn as envisaged by Hillert and
Sundman but which, for a very large diffusivity
gradient, naturally results in a negligible drag
effect.

2. It is explained by a sharp interface picture such as
the CGM without drag, in which the velocity of
interface motion is not dependent on the free
energy dissipation due to solute-solvent redistri-
bution. That is, equations (1) and (2) result in
n~DGDF rather thann~PTOTVm, the entire r.h.s. of
equation (17) [8].

On the one hand, no model based on the diffuse-inter-
face concepts in (1) has yet been shown to agree
quantitatively with both measured interface response
functions for alloy solidification; however, this goal
may yet be attainable. On the other hand, although
the CGM without drag gives a quantitative fit to the
data, it cannot explain the behavior of other appar-
ently sharp interfaces, such as grain boundaries, in
which the solute drag effect appears to be present. In
this case we are left with a troubling arbitrariness of
whether or not the solute drag effect “exists” as we
consider a wider variety of boundary-motion prob-
lems.

We note that the CGM both with and without sol-
ute drag, as well as the other models discussed here,
satisfy the requirements of the thermodynamics of
irreversible processes for small, coupled driving
forces. The free energy dissipation rate can be shown
to be the sum of the products of the atomic fluxesJi

and their conjugate driving forcesDmi [8]: dG/dt 5
JADmA 1 JBDmB. The key difference among models
is in the postulated relationship between interface
velocity and the various forces and dissipation terms
[8]. Hillert takes issue with the resulting asymmetric
cross terms in the coupling of fluxes to driving forces
in the CGM without drag and therefore characterizes
the model as being “of doubtful value” [49]. Although
such asymmetric couplings are admittedly curious,
they are permissible for models such as this one, to
which Onsager’s reciprocity relations are inapplicable
[50]. Finally, it should be noted that the CGM without
drag assumes zero diffusion in the growing phase,
that no model permitting diffusion in the growing
phase has been developed to the point where it can
be compared with experiment, and that Onsager’s

reciprocity relations put requirements on the response
functions predicted by such models even when no
such requirements exist on corresponding models
without diffusion in the growing phase [50].

7. SUMMARY

The k(n) and Ti(n) interface response functions
have been measured for non-dilute Si-As alloys using
the behavior of pure Si as a calibration.

The CGM without solute drag, equations (1), (2),
and (5), fits the data for both response functions. The
kinetic parameters for this model arenD 5 0.37 m/s,
obtained by fitting thek(n) data, andnC 5 31 m/s,
obtained from the literature for pure Si.

The Hillert–Sundman model fits theTi(n) data and,
approximately, thek(n) data, but in the latter case
requires an interface thickness that is two orders of
magnitude too high to be physically plausible.

We have been unable to make any solute drag
model, for either a sharp or a diffuse interface, repro-
duce both the measuredk(n) and Ti(n) interface
response functions quantitatively.

The Hillert–Sundman model predicts a negligible
solute drag effect for solidification. The steep rise in
diffusivity results, for the partial solute trapping
regime, in a region of the interface (close to the solid)
where solute–solvent redistribution is kinetically
frozen and a region (close to the liquid) that is in
local equilibrium with the liquid. This leaves only a
narrow zone within the interface where free energy
is dissipated by the solute–solvent redistribution,
resulting in a negligible total dissipation.

Qualitatively, one can rationalize the negligible
drag effect observed experimentally in one of two
ways: (i) It is explained by a diffuse-interface picture
with dissipation reducingn as envisaged by Hillert
and Sundman but which, for a very large diffusivity
gradient, naturally results in a negligible drag effect;
(ii) it is explained by a sharp interface picture such
as the CGM without drag, in which the velocity of
interface motion is not dependent on the free energy
dissipation due to solute-solvent redistribution. Quan-
titative agreement based on (i) is still lacking. While
(ii) is supported by the data in this study and is con-
sistent with all solidification studies of which we are
aware, it cannot explain the behavior of other appar-
ently sharp interfaces such as grain boundaries.
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